Ordering the WEB-8000 Controllers
Some part numbers cannot be ordered through the B2B or EDI and must be ordered through
email or fax. A guide has been created to assist with the process.
Email / Fax
The list of the part numbers that must be ordered via email or fax can be found here.
 US Fax - 866-222-3439
 Email - webs_orders@honeywell.com.
B2B / EDI
The WEBs-N4 software products and optional hardware modules can be ordered via B2B
and EDI. The list of these part numbers can be found here.
There are two ways to order the New WEB-8000 controllers.
1. Bundled Branded option
2. Unbundled Branded option
Bundled Branded Option:
This option allows you to purchase a controller with core software and software maintenance.
The software maintenance license clock starts the day the product is shipped. See below for
details. We will also be providing you an Excel based selection tool, which makes it easier to
select. Under this option, you can purchase one controller at a time. Please make sure you have
the same quantity of Controllers, software and Maintenance parts selected. If you have different
quantities, then you have to send multiple copies of this print out after making the selection.
Please print this and either Fax or Email so that we can fulfill your order.
There are 6 steps that need to be followed while placing a purchase order for a WEB-8000
controller. We have provided an Excel based WEB-8000 Selection Tool that navigates you
through the order process. The 6 steps are:
1. Specify Country where it is installed
This is for WiFi application. This selection cannot be changed once shipped
2. Select the Controller with Niagara Core software
WEB-8005, WEB-8010, WEB-8025, WEB-8100 or WEB-8200
3. Select Device pack (Optional)
DEVICE-10, DEVICE-25 and DEVICE-50
4. Select Software Maintenance for the maximum number of devices you have selected
SMA-8xxx-1YR-INIT, SMA-8xxx-3YR or SMA-8xxx-5YR
5. Select Optional modules (a maximum of 4 modules, see data sheet for combination)
NPB-8000-LON, NPB-8000-2X-485, NPB-8000-232
6. Select if you want add a 24VAC Wall mount Power Supply
Every order of a WEB-8000 controller should specify the country of installation as this is
required for WiFi settings that will shipped from factory. Once this is set, the controller’s WiFi will
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not work in another country, but the controller itself will function normally. This WiFi setting
cannot be changed once it leaves the factory.
At any point after the controller is installed, if there is a need to expand the networks or add
devices, you can purchase the part number that meets your needs (DEVICE-UP-XX). You do
not have to purchase the software maintenance when you upgrade the devices. But when the
current SMA expires, you would need to renew the SMA to the new number of devices.
In the notes section, you may write important information including hierarchy and Project name,
etc that is used as part of the purchase order. If the attachment is not correct, your order will be
rejected and will have to be re-entered.
The tool is not capable to take multiple orders, so we request you to enter one order per tool.
We have created 3 tools in one sheet, to make it easy for you.
Example:

Un-bundled Branded Option:
Un-bundled branded option provides you the opportunity to purchase the controller and the
Honeywell branded clips and stock it. These will be sold only in quantities of 15 units. When
there is a need to use these controllers at a job site, you can then purchase the microSD cards
(min qty of 15), the core software and software maintenance. The maintenance license clock
starts when you purchase the software. The main advantage of this option is when a unit goes
bad in the field, the controller on the shelf can be dispatched and installed with the same
microSD card that was in the bad unit. The downtime will be very minimal.
The following two part numbers have to be purchased at the same time. You will also have to
choose the country code at this time for all the controllers.
15 units of WEB-8000-CSE
15 units of Honeywell branded red clips (JACE-8000-BRAND)
The following can be purchased at any time:
3. 15 units of microSD cards (JACE-8000-uSD-CSE),
4. Software options (NC-8005, NC-8010, NC-8025, NC-8100 and NC-8200) and
5. Software Maintenance (SMA-8xxx-xYR-INIT or SMA-8xxx-xYR-xYR)
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